
Limited Run Loyalty Rewards
Exclusive Sticker

Limited Run Loyalty Rewards
Exclusive PVC Keychain

Limited Run Postcard Grab Bag
(Four Random Cards)

Limited Run Sticker Grab Bag
(Four Random Stickers)

2 Tickets 5 Tickets 5 Tickets 5 Tickets

25 Tickets
Soundtrack CD Blind Box** Any One (1) Upcoming Game 

(PS4/Vita)***
Original Production Cover Art*Original Production Vita Label*

40 Tickets8 Tickets6 Tickets

Directions:
1. Fill in the quantity of each reward you wish to receive in the box next to the 
reward. Each reward’s ticket cost is noted below it.
2. Provide your email below and mail the form along with rewards tickets to

3. Upon receipt of your order form and tickets, we will email you coupon codes to 
redeem on the site for your rewards.

Limited Run Games
3402 Apex Peakway

Apex, NC 27502
USA

Limited Run Games Account Email:

In order to purchase rewards, you must provide the email address you use to purchase from Limited Run Games. As a 
measure to prevent the sale, transfer, and counterfeiting of rewards tickets, we will cross-reference your account at 
redemption to verify your tickets. Limited Run loyalty tickets are non-transferable and have no cash value.

* Label and cover art chosen at random. We can not take requests, but will do our best to not send you duplicates. These will be shipped flat in a sturdy mailer.
** Soundtracks chosen at random. We can not guarantee what you will receive.
*** Good for up to $24.99 off the price of an upcoming title. Upcoming title will not need to be specified at redemption. Coupon can be used at any time. Our customer service team will coordinate redemption. 
You may redeem this coupon at any point after a game is announced to guarantee a copy. You will be responsible for paying any difference in price between the coupon discount ($24.99) and the game price.

All rewards ticket redemptions are considered final. Limited Run Games is not responsible for any order forms lost in the mail.


